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It is time to celebrate for all of us as SFORD completed glorious 16
years on 11th September, 2018. It was an amazing journey till now
and we wish many more years to come.

Celebrations
In recent days, we had observed many festivals to convey the important message of
those festivals. On the occasion of Ganesh Chaturthi kids made a Ganesha in group
activity using natural clay and beautifully decorated it with natural flowers. It
encouraged a well disciplined behavior and punctuality in children.
On the occasion Krishna Janmashtmi, Team Fairfield Marriott visited us. They gifted
educational toys to kids. We had organised cultural programme that included dance,
singing, drawing and speech.

On teachers’ day, students expressed respect and gratitude towards all the teachers
by giving them beautiful handmade greeting cards. Students tied the sacred thread
and applied kumkum tilak on forehead of teachers to felicitate them.

Hindi divas was observed in school with the viewpoint to encourage read, write and
speak Hindi. Kids participated in story writing, essay writing and poem writing. The
best write up were read aloud during assembly by students.
World Peace Day - On the occasion of world peace day kids were taught to live with
peace and harmony. The importance and role of peace were explained through
speech. Kids participated in poster making service with great enthusiasm.

Gandhi Jayanti - The teachings and good work of Mahatma Gandhi was
remembered on Gandhi Jayanti. Kids shared the life biography of Mahatma Gandhi
and Lal Bahadur Shastri through speech. they had also enjoyed different videos of
animated life story of legends.
Yellow Colour Day
With an objective to recapitulate and reinforce the effects of yellow colour, KG and Primary
wing celebrated “Yellow day”.
A day dedicated to the yellow colour was marked with children dressed in different hues
and tints of yellow. Children were beautifully dressed in their favorite yellow dresses
Focusing on the theme the teachers planned art and collage activities and their art work was
displayed on the soft boards. The bulletin boards were reverberated with appealing posters
highlighting the essence of yellow colour. To make the children understand about the
significance of yellow colour, various colorful activities including drawing, coloring, paper
craft etc. were conducted in a lively, vibrant and high spirited environment.

Navratri
Kids enjoyed refreshments and participated Garba dance program with great
enthusiasm. The celebration brought joy and reason to celebrate life.

Dussehra
In the school assembly teachers motivate students the adopt the good habits and
behavior for better life. The main them of conversation was the ideology of festival
'Victory of Good over Evil'.

Newspaper Collage Making Activity

During an art session kids made collage using newspaper and glue. The theme was
'Scenery'.

Chart/ Poster Making Activity

Kids made charts and posters of the concepts they learned during their subject
classes.

Wall Mural- Warli Painting & Mandana

This month two art forms Warli and Mandana were introduced to kids. Students firstly
draw it on paper then a group of students draw and painted it on wall of Sford campus.
The basics and complicated both designs were introduced to students.

Diwali Craft Workshop

Diwali time is also the major time for seasonal change. The fresh breath of air makes
all of us healthier as we get a reprieve from the monsoon. During workshop kids
decorated earthen diyas. A group of kids made wall hanging using recycling materials
like bangles, carton and wool. In another group activity kids made beautiful pista
painting by using pistachio shells.

Mandala Workshop

Two days Mandala workshop was organised by Ms. Varsha. She is a Mandala artist
and a certified yoga trainer. During this workshop kids learn few tips for yoga in each
session. Kids draw varieties of beautiful mandala.

Incentive Distribution
During children's assembly incentives were given to 100% attendees who are
regular, disciplined and hard working. It motivates other students to be regular and
not to take long leave from school. Students who has 100% attendance in entire
month got appreciation prize. Regular, punctual attendance is essential to the
progress and success of every pupil. We have motivated students to work hard and
shine bright in academics.

Visitors
Visitors from Netherland interacted with Sford kids. They appreciated different
activities that kids were doing during their visit. They had also conducted few
interaction activities with kids.

